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AllWays Executive
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The AllWays Executive furniture range is 
the ideal backdrop for business leaders 
who deserve a work area that reflects the 
importance of their role. This furniture offers 
the perfect setting for all aspects of a busy 
executive’s work life, from quiet contemplative 
analysis through to hosting visitors and 
business partners. 

The AllWays Executive series provides a 
comprehensive range of quality office 
furniture all designed to emphasise the strong 
statement made by the Executive desk.
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AlLWays ExecUtive – An environMent That embodies 

craFtsmAnship, prOfeSsionAlism aNd cOnTeMporary 

inTernationAl design
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As a leAding globAl OfFice FurniTure 
provider, HaworTh crEaTes cOMpleTe 
workspAce soluTions tailored to MeEt 
your unique Needs.

Haworth designs innovative office furniture and workspaces that improve 
performance. Our executive line offers interactive and concentrative space for 
varied work demands while beautifully reflecting executive status.

AllWays Executive is part of Haworth’s complete 
AllWays workstation solution. From fully open office 
collaborative desking to innovative screening to 
provide increased privacy and productivity AllWays 
offers the ideal solution for any workstyle. 

Designed and manufactured in the Asia Pacific region, 
AllWays supports continual reconfiguration to allow 
for organic growth in this climate of rapid growth and 
continual change. 

To complement the AllWays line, Haworth 
introduces AllWays Executive. It joins the sustainably-
manufactured and ‘Climate Positive’ AllWays line 
in being the most sustainable furniture on the 
planet. Haworth manufacturing facilities are ISO 
14001 certified and AllWays can contribute to LEED 
certification. 

AllWays Executive is as functional as it is beautiful. It 
offers you a sophisticated space to think creatively, 
work in your own style and enjoy your own space 
within your office. 
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*Storage option shown is not a standard finish. 
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The AllWays Executive Series by Haworth provides a 
thoughtful interpretation of modern design principles 
to create the ultimate workspace for the world’s 
corporate executives. Sleek lines and an unerring 
attention to detail have been combined to create these 
statement pieces. 

AlLWays Executive – StaTeMeNt OfFice furniture

The Executive desk is full of delightful surprises, from 
intelligent and discreet storage concepts through to 
its striking contrast colour lining. The desk surface has 
been lovingly crafted to showcase the full beauty of 
the timber and its grain. 

*Storage option shown is not a standard finish. 
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